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To effectively combat leaks even in hard-to-reach
places or where it is difficult to place a containment
tray, we transform the traditional tray into a flexible
tarpaulin. As a result, you are ideally equipped to
safely contain even the most tricky leaks.

Whether in the event of unforeseen spillages or
leaks, our SORB®XT containment tarpaulin is the
answer to leaks. Its impermeable construction
ensures that no liquid can escape.

New central warehouse for
barriers and special
maritime solutions
Our brand new warehouse for barriers and special
maritime solutions will be opening soon! From now
on, we will be able to process your orders even
faster and more efficiently.
Your delivery arrives almost at the touch of a button!

Whether you need protective barriers, pillows or one
of our many other maritime solutions - we always
have the right product in stock!

Safe from leaks with our antistatic
Tarpaulin fabric!



Hello Detroit
Kirsten and Torsten are currently representing us at
the Lubricant Expo in Detroit. From breakthrough
technologies to proven products, we have
everything to meet your needs and give you an
insight into the future of the industry.

We will keep you up-to-date!

New flyer, same quality
We have improved our flyer!
Now you can gain an insight into almost our entire
product portfolio in just one document.

May we send you our freshly printed product
overview? Do you have an enquiry or would you like
to arrange a presentation?
We look forward to hearing from you.

+49 2166 1268-160  |  service@sorb-xt.de

Request now
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OUR TRADE FAIRS!

EXHIBITION CALENDAR

YOUTUBE!

TO THE CHANNEL

OUR TEAM!

CHECK US OUT

Allegro Capital, Logis�cs, Services & More GmbH - Klosterhofweg 64 - 41199 Mönchengladbach
www.sorb-xt.de - service@sorb-xt.de
Tel.: +49 2166 1268-160

The whole SORB®XT team
wishes you a happy Easter!
If a little colour goes off while dyeing eggs,
remember how you master the small and large
spills as you work with great panache. 🐰🥚🎨�

Enjoy the holidays and use the time to relax with
your loved ones.

With warm and sunny greetings from our entire
team!
SORB®XT
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